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A human
adventure
“Our members have talent.” This slogan, promoted by the management of Malian microfinance institution, Kafo Jiginew, supports its members and highlights
the fact that the quality of the entire institution depends on the quality of the men
and women who make it up. It also highlights the essential role played by human
resources in the success of any development action which, for SOS Faim and its
partners, is action for change within society.
This is the reason why SOS Faim Belgium and SOS Faim Luxembourg have made
human development central to their common cooperation strategy with Southern
players, be they peasant organisations or microfinance institutions. This strategy
sets out to reinforce the skills and capacities of human resources within organisations to enable them to carry out the most appropriate actions for sustainable
development and combat rural poverty more effectively. By implementing this
strategy, our partners are the creators of their own future. SOS Faim does not
think for its partners or act on their behalf, but provides a variable geometry
support system (financial and non financial) that makes it possible to develop and
achieve its own objectives.
During 2009, collaboration between SOS Faim (Belgium and Luxemburg) teams
grew stronger and new joint initiatives were introduced, in particular, the launch
of a major credit access scheme to benefit rice growers in Mali (FAIR: Rural Initiatives Support Fund).
This initiative is the result of close collaboration between the two SOS Faim organisations and two Malian partners: the Union of Rice Producers - Office du
Niger (Sexagon), which has 15,000 members, and Kafo Jiginew, a network of
microfinance institutions with 275,000 members. This scheme was able to get
under way thanks to the climate of trust between the various parties involved,
trust that forms an essential part of the balanced partnership relations that have
been developed patiently over many years.
The success of this scheme and other initiatives described in this activities report
is the result of a real human adventure between SOS Faim and its partners in this
adventure, our partners have talent.

Accounts 2009
Organisation
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The interviews with partners in the activities report are
available in full on the website www.sosfaim.org.

Freddy Destrait
general secretary
SOS Faim Belgium
2
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Thierry Defense
director

SOS Faim Luxembourg

Strategy

Still on course
After defining SOS Faim’s new strategic framework, 2008 was the year of implementation. 2009,
however, saw the consolidation and putting in place of tools to better determine its effectiveness.
An unchanged global
framework
In the South, SOS Faim supports
the agricultural sector and peasant
organisations with a view to combating poverty. To this end, SOS
Faim is active both in developed
countries in the North and underdeveloped countries of the South.
In the North, activities fall into three
main categories commonly referred
to as the three strategic objectives:

• Work to influence policies in developed countries and to implement
them;
• Informing citizens and, specifically regarding SOS Faim Belgium, development of a citizens’ network to
defend the positions and interests
of rural communities in under-developed countries;
• Support for the improvement
of skills among people working in
cooperation in developed countries
and in rural microfinance and peasant organisations.

Respectful implementation
Once the strategy has been defined, and in accordance with our
strategic approach, SOS Faim has
a real special characteristic: working hand in hand with partners in
underdeveloped countries. This approach favours serious groundwork
with partner organisations: long
term structural collaboration that
takes local specific characteristics
into account.

In the South, there are also three
main objectives:
• Aid for the establishment of political and institutional frameworks
that are more favourable to rural
areas and their inhabitants.
• The improvement and sustainability of access to financial services by
people living in rural areas;

Rémi Mitima, director of PAIDEK,
Democratic Republic of Congo
“Our mission is to resolve the problems of
the poor and excluded from conventional
financial systems”

• The improvement of agricultural
performances in terms of production, processing and commercialisation.

Roxana Cayo, Coordinator of OEPAIC
Craftsmanship Organisation Network with a
Cultural Identity in Bolivia
“We represent craftspeople nationally and
internationally and propose solutions for their
production, commercialisation and organisation
requirements”

SOS Faim Report 2009
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Partnerships

Hand in hand with
our Southern partners
In terms of support for the partners, 2009 was a year of continuity following major investments made
in 2008.
Continuity does not mean inactivity,
however, quite the opposite: SOS
Faim was involved with its local partners in Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru, Benin,
Burkina Faso, Cameroon, the Republic of Congo, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Mali,
Niger, the Democratic Republic of
Congo and Senegal. At the heart of
these partnerships lie the three main
approaches mentioned above.
A necessary evaluation
The essential principle of SOS Faim
action is to work closely with local partner organisations. In this
respect, SOS Faim favours serious
groundwork based on trust with its
partners the structure of which makes it possible to achieve the objectives set.
While sustainability and stability are
key factors, this does not mean that
these partnerships are not constantly
evaluated by SOS Faim and also by
external partners or even by its backers. In fact, 2009 was a busy year
in this regard. The following were
evaluated:
• The Andean scheme co-financed
by the European Union (EU);
• Popular investment companies in
Ecuador;
• Global donation in Mali, also cofinanced by the EU;
• The rural microfinance institutions
of Buusaa Gonofaa in Ethiopia;
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• The entire financing modes programme for people living in rural
areas (midway evaluation).
Note that the first two programmes,
which are specific to Latin America,
concern SOS Faim Belgium only.
This evaluation was intended to
be prospective in response to our
concerns regarding the formulation
of future programmes by the two
SOS Faim organisations. It was centred on the relevance, coherence
and sustainability of the action undertaken in relation to SOS Faim’s
main strategic lines. The evaluation
made it possible to highlight the following elements:

Eric Ouedraogo,
member of Faso Peasant Confederation
Board of Directors.
“Like SOS Faim, our aim is to develop
agriculture with small producers“

• SOS Faim’s “partners” approach;
• SOS Faim’s orientation towards
the institutional support and patrimonial capitalisation of the partners
which distinguishes it significantly
from other NGOs;
• The political dimension of the programme assumed by the partners
but which requires interaction with
public policies;
• SOS Faim expertise centred on rural organisations, the relationship of
trust with the partners, the capacity
to locate emerging partners with
high potential.

Note that the first two programmes,
which are specific to Latin America,
concern SOS Faim Belgium only.
FOGAL, an initiative in
three countries
The Latin American Guarantee
Fund, FOGAL, within which SOS
Faim plays a central role, is a regional fund that provides bank guarantees and is firmly established in Peru
(76.81% of its activity) and Ecuador
(21.28%). The development of activities in Bolivia is under way, in particular with Arte Hogar and Fincafe
(SOS Faim partners).

Partnerships

Latin America
Latin America was in recession in 2009 and the agricultural sectors were among the first affected. In this
difficult economic climate, SOS Faim Belgium, which is the only one of the two SOS Faim organisations
to be involved in the South-American continent, persevered with its strategy of support for peasant organisations involved in the coffee, cocoa and organic faming sectors, while developing aspects related
to rural finance.
FOGAL has given guarantees to 26
partners (Microfinance Institutions
(IMF) or Peasant Organisations
(OP)) for an amount of 2,170,000$,
which has generated loans of an
amount of 5,873,000$ (i.e., a lever
effect slightly exceeding 2.7). In addition to these commitments, direct
loans for a total of 450,000$ were
made.
Support for peasant organisations
represents 58% of the guarantees,
as compared with 42% for microfinance institutions (IMF). This sectorial reversal is explained by the
consolidation of IMF partners, as
the latter have exceeded the ceiling
of the credit portfolio set by FOGAL.
Note that despite the crisis, no guarantee has been subject to appeal
for a number of years.
In Ecuador, popular
investment
Via the NGO CEPESIU, Centre for
Promotion and Employment for the
Informal Sector, SOS Faim promoted the development of local, selfmanaged systems of saving, credit
and capitalisation, the “popular
investment companies” (SPI). The
results of the scheme, which came
to an end in 2009, exceeded expectations: 183 new SPI were created
providing some 7,400 people with
access to its financial services.

In Peru, poverty is rural...
33% of the rural population lives in
extreme poverty compared with 4%
living in urban areas. SOS Faim acts
to support peasant organisations
from the bottom up and facilitates
access by rural populations to decentralised financial services.
This takes the form of:
Cecilia Padilla,
Directrice Exécutive du Cepesiu

Cecilia Padilla,
executive director of Cepesiu

What does Cepesiu do?
Cepesiu works with three basic
strategies. First, to provide support through microcredit. Second,
to strengthen the local economies
of (mainly rural) communities by
using the development of small
producers as a basis and creating
mechanisms by which families can
raise investment capital. Third, to
influence policy with a view to the
creation of national support schemes for small producers and microbusinesses.
What is the makes the SPI original?
We provide loans of up to 400-500$
to 7,400 small producers. But above
all, we promote small businesses
which form their own microfinance system with their own methodology: the SPI. These companies
benefit from our technical help and
henceforth possess methods of credit self-management.

• Improvement of the political and
institutional framework of rural workers, in particular, via support for the
National Cocoa Producers’ Association, APPCACAO, which represents
some 10,000 small producers;
• Support for the main production
sectors, cocoa and coffee. CAFE
PERU is comprised of 11 cooperatives representing 9,341 coffee and
cocoa producing families. This association continues its partnership with
SOS Faim as regards its scheme for
transition to organic farming, reforestation and crop quality improvement and diversification. CAFE PERU
is now managing the lion’s share of
the support given by SOS Faim to
the cocoa and coffee sectors.
• Improvement of access to credit.
SOS Faim supports 5 basic microfinance institutions, 1 microcredit
NGO and CIDERURAL, a second level cooperative entity. In general, all
these microfinance institutions have
continued to grow and the amount
of credit is up by 72%.

SOS Faim Report 2009
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Partnerships

Latin America
Bolivia: agriculture but
also craftsmanship
In some very poor regions of the
Altiplano, the possibility of developing viable agriculture is almost
non-existent. Because of this, handicrafts with a cultural identity is a
major activity in the generation of
alternative revenue.

commercialisation of organic products at local level via the Bolivian
Association of Organic Producers’
Organisations, AOPEB, and the
consolidation of 6 producers’ organisations oriented towards export
(coffee) or the domestic market.
Finally, SOS Faim is continuing to
support the coffee cooperatives by
means of aid for FINCAFE, the financial sector of the national federation of this industry.

TRANSFER
DISTRIBUTION TABLE
Amount disbursed by
country in 2009
Total 7.186.066 e

Latin America

Africa

1.796.415 e

5.389.651e
Mali
1.976.720

Peru
1.018.346

DRC
1.039.733

Francisco Mollo,
president of the AOPEB, Bolivian Association
of Organic Producers’ Organisations.
“SOS Faim continued to support us even at
the most difficult times until we reached the
intended results.”

Seven associations with over 2,200
members have received aid in the
form of support for their commercialisation fund, payment of part of
their operating and training costs.
SOS Faim also supports the national network that these same associations have created and whose
objective is to defend the rights of
craftsmen, to represent and promote the sector as well as to provide
support for its members in production and marketing.
SOS Faim’s second main focus is
support for the production and
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Geni Fundes,
manager of the Union of Coffee and Cocoa
Organizations of Peru.

Bolivia
545.591

Ethiopia
351.986

We mainly provide technical
help to strengthen production
and sales chains.
SOS Faim’s support has had a
significant impact. To give an
example, in the case of cocoa, in
2003, only 80 of our producers
had organic certification. In December 2009, there were 2,500,
so that gives an idea of the multiplying effect of the project.

Senegal
726.937

Burkina Faso
312.139
Ecuador
145.381

Cameroon
265.593
Niger
151.405

Latin
America
87.097

Benin
145.000

West Africa
208.009
Rep. of Congo
121.775
Eritera
90.355

Are not included in these figures, expenses of follow-up
and evaluation, transfers forwarded by other NGOs or
haven’t been transferred to December 31st.

Partnerships

Africa
Both SOS Faim Belgium and SOS Faim Luxemburg operate in Africa. The two main pillars of SOS Faim’s
action in Africa continues to be to strengthen peasant organisations and support access to credit.
Pigs and poultry in Cameroon

Across borders
In 2009, SOS Faim continued its
support for the Association for the
Promotion of Stock-Breeding in Sahel and Savannah, APESS, a crossborder association that promotes
the implementation innovative
schemes (hay sheds, forage crops,
etc.) with the aim of improving
the living conditions of breeders in
Western and Central Africa through
training.
This training reached more than
2,200 people and had discernible
effects, indicated in particular by an
increase in the number of breeders
using hay during the dry season, up
by 28%.
Saving and credit in Benin
SOS Faim’s only partner in Benin is
the National Network of Self-Managed Village Savings and Credit
Institutions, RENACA. Most of the
main indicators are favourable,
from the number of microfinance
institutions (+3%) to the amount of
credit (+26.4%), not forgetting the
number of members (+31.6%).
RENACA is proceeding with its
professionalisation both internally
(additional recruits) and externally
(RENACA has decided use its own
funds to finance the reconstruction
or renovation of nine network microfinance institutions).

Through the North West Farmers’
Organization (NOWEFOR), SOS
Faim provides support for a development scheme focused on three
sectors of production (pigs, poultry
and market garden crops).

Dieudonné Gnanvo,
director of the national network of
self-managed village microfinance
institutions, Renaca (Benin).

In what way is SOS Faim
distinctive?
What we value at SOS Faim is a responsible approach. An approach
that makes partners responsible.

The support provided by this programme is twofold: production
and commercialisation as well as
rural microfinance institutions called NOWEFOCH (North West
Farmers’ Organisation Credit Houses).
This network has exceeded its objectives in terms of members (2,195
people). As regards overall savings,
this has increased by 78% with a
92% a credit cover rate.

We create a relationship of trust
within the partnership. We make
you responsible for the initiatives
and you are accountable for them
before the communities: people
who are conscientious can only
produce results.
How would you qualify the
partnership?
It is a responsible partnership rooted in respect. This is fundamental
for things to move forward.

SOS Faim Report 2009
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Partnerships

Africa
In Burkina, food security is
given priority
The work of SOS Faim is increasingly focused in the north-west with
the National Federation of Naam
Groups, FNGN.
This federation implements the
Network of Food Security Grain
Stores, RGSA, which works to
combat food insecurity by:
• Strengthening and improving the
diversification of the function of
supplying grain stores;
• Increasing the storage capacity of
the entire network;
• Making the system permanent
through the provision of loan funds;
• Reinforcing workers skills at all
levels of the network;
• Working for and increasing the
coherency and solidarity within the
network.
The FNGN also comprises the
Network of Traditional Savings and
Credit Banks, BTEC, whose membership has increased significantly
(+3,000 members).
The unusual case of Eritrea
Eritrea remains an unusual country
for SOS Faim inasmuch as its only
partner remains the Ministry of
Agriculture.
The action performed aims to contribute to the reduction of the structural
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food deficit as even during years in
which rainfall conditions are favourable, Eritrea barely produces half of
its food needs. SOS Faim supports
the implementation of perimeters taking advantage of the flood waters
that form on several days of the year.
This approach makes it possible to
improve local food-producing cereal
cultivation.
In the DRc, reinforcement
of Peasant Organisations
Via Les Amis du Kivu (Friends of
Kivu) / CRONGD (Regional Council
of NGOs for Development of South
Kivu) Consortium, SOS Faim is actively involved in the implementation
of Rural Agricultural Management
Councils which brings the state and
civil society together. Above all, this
programme to reinforce the skills of
the peasants’ organisations will have
made it possible to distribute seed
and buy farming equipment.
Change in Ethiopia
In Ethiopia, SOS Faim mainly supports microfinance institutions, the
best known and best performing of
which are Arbu Microfinance, DECSI
and Buusaa Gonofaa.
SOS Faim also supports Facilitators
for Change (FC), an NGO that promotes the Farmers’ Market Organisation (FMO) network which has
5,600 members in 30 basic organisations. FC has provided training for
small farmers’ organisations. As a
result, they are now able to develop
their own business plan and master
cereal conservation techniques.

Ghassimi Diallo,
directeur des BTEC
Ghassimi Diallo,
director of the BTEC

Can you tell us about the
networks of the BTEC?
We are a network, established
in six provinces in the arid area
of the country, financing the rural world. We have 12 microfinance institutions and 13,000
members. Our savings fund
is over 600 million African Financial Community francs, the
equivalent of approximately
920.000€.
What is special about your relationship with SOS Faim?
SOS Faim provides us with
technical and financial support. What makes it special
is that it is an NGO that gives
organisations a lot of freedom.
The orientation and choices are
made by ourselves and SOS
Faim supports us. This is excellent because the ideas depend
on the context, we should never forget this.

Partnerships

Africa

Mamoudou Hassane,
secrétaire exécutif de Mooriben
Mamoudou Hassane,
executive secretary of Mooriben.

What is the mission of your
organisation?
The first area is food security
through support for rain-fed farming, the development of rotation, the supply of crop inputs
and marketing. SOS Faim also
supports 216 operational cereal
banks.

In Senegal, a difficult
situation

process of networking mutual companies.

In 2009, the Great Agricultural Offensive for Food and Abundance,
GOANA, directed by government
authorities without any agreement
with peasant organizations, had a
major impact on Senegal.

Information and
communication in Niger

In this context, the National Peasants
Organisation Federation, FONGS,
one of SOS Faim’s long term partners, succeeded in making its 2009
roadmap effective: commitments
within the framework of public programmes were complied with and
most of these schemes have been
finalised. More specifically, real progress was made with the implementation of the Rural Initiatives Support
Fund, FAIR (not to be confused with
the FAIR of Mali), as well as in the

SOS Faim doesn’t impose its
tools.It respects the procedures
and rules established by Mooriben.

SOS Faim has financed an information-communication project, in particular, the identification of issues
requiring attention by the members
of communication cells (+100%
compared with 2008); the collection
of pluviometric data and distribution
of same, the translation of technical
files relating to soil fertilisation; the
training of Mooriben management
staff; etc.
members and improve their
living conditions.
By what means?

The second area is credit, delivered through lines of credit offered by six microcredit institutions
with whom we have contracts.
Finally, there is the management
of natural resources.
We are working on the recovery
of degraded lands and, in addition, run information and awareness raising activities among
rural populations.

Mooriben is a key peasant organisation in Niger which to date numbers
25 unions representing 1.749 peasant groups with 62,584 members,
61.3% of which are women.

Via an economic approach:
support for all forms of production, processing and commercialisation. But also through a
political approach, centred on
the defence of our own interests.
Nadjirou Sall,
general secretary of the FONGS

What is the mission of the
FONGS?
As a peasant organisation,
our mission is to support our

Finally, we act to strengthen
our organisations. Within the
federation we now have 32
organisations that represent
over 150,000 members directly
and 1,500,000 people if we
include family members.

SOS Faim Report 2009
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Partnerships

Our partners
and their locations
PERU
RONDESA
Savings and loans cooperative
CREDINARANJILLO
Savings and loans cooperative
PERENE
Coffee cooperative
CREDIFLORIDA
Savings and loans cooperative
CECVSI
Union of cooperatives - Valle Sagrado de los Incas
CCCCH
Union of farm workers' communities - Chumbivilcas
VALLE INCAHUASI
Coffee cooperative
MIDE
Microcredit for Development - La Chuspa
ACCCR
Union of farm workers' communities - Ranracancha
LOS ANDES
Savings and loans cooperative
LOS LIDERES
Cooperative

ASCENPROMUL
Quinoa producers' association - Cabana
SAN SALVADOR
Savings and loans cooperative
SAN JUAN DEL ORO
Coffee cooperative
ASSOCIATION CAFE-PERU
Union of coffee and cocoa organisations
APPCACAO
National cocoa producers' association
COOPECAN
Cooperative of camelidae breeders
CONVEAGRO
National Peruvian Agrarian Convention
CORPAPA
Potato producers federation
CIDERURAL
Savings and loans, and rural development cooperative
FOGAL
Latin American Guarantee Fund

ECUADOR
CEPESIU
Centre for Development and Employment
CAAP
Andean Centre for Popular Action
FOGAL
Latin American Guarantee Fund

BOLIVIA
AOPEB
Bolivian Association of Organic Producers' Organisations
OEPAIC
Craftsmanship Organisation Network
FINCAFE
Financing institutions for the coffee sector
FINRURAL
Network of NGO's and rural microfinance
COMART
Tukuypaj artisans' community
CENCOOP
Coroïco's coffee producer's organisation
ANTOFAGASTA
Coffee cooperative
MEJILLONES
Coffee cooperative
PRO RURAL
Development NGO
BANABENI
Union of bananas producers
UNIARTE
Craftsmen association
AAA
Andean craftsmen Association - Ayllu Majasaya
PROTAL
Coraca Producers' association
ARAO
Artisans' association of Oruro
INKA PALLAY
Artisans' Association
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AGROCENTRAL
Union of Agricultural Cooperatives
AAT
Artisans' association of Tajzara
ARTE HOGAR
Artisans' Association
FOGAL
Latin American Guarantee Fund

SENEGAL
FONGS
National Federation of Farmers' organisations
PDIF
Integrated Development Programme - Fatick
CNCR
Rural Cooperation National
Superior Council
FAPAL
Federation of Farmers Associations Louga
EGAB
Alliance of associated groups of Barkedji
UJAK
Union of the Young farmers of Koyli Wirnde
ADAK
Association for the development
of farmers of Kaolack
ARB
Association for the stimultaion of Boundou

ERITREA
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE

BENIN
RENACA
National network of the villages' saving funds
and Self-managed Saving and Credit

ETHIOPIA
FC
Facilitators for Change
DECSI
Debit Credit and Saving Institution
SFPI
Specialized Financial Promotional Institution
AVFS
African Village Financial Services
BUUSAA GONOFAA
HARBU

DEMOCRATICAL REPUBLIC
OF CONGO
PAIDEK
Support Programme for Economic
Development Initiatives - Kivu
CENADEP
National Support Centre for Development
and Popular Participation
GAMF
South Kivu's association of microfinance institutions
TGD
Everything for the Gender in the Development

MALI

AK-CRONGD
Consortium 'Les Amis de Kivu'
Regional Council of Development's NGO of South Kivu

CNOP
National Coordination of Farmers' organisations - Mali
AOPP
Association of professional farmers' organisation
AOPP Ségou
Association of professional farmers' organisation - Ségou
Sexagon
Union of rice producers - Nigeriean Office
KAFO JIGINEW
Savings and loans network
Sexagon KAFO JIGINEW (FAIR)
Support Funds to the rural Initiatives

CAMEROUN
SAILD
Council Support Service to local initiatives of development
ACDIC
Cameroonian Association
for the Defense of Citizens' interests
NOWEFOR
North West Farmers' Organisation

NIGER

BURKINA FASO
FNGN - RGSA
National Federation of NAAM Groups
Attics of food safety network
FNGN - RBTEC
National Federation of NAAM Groups
Network of the Baoré Tradition Savings and loans
CPF
Farmers' Confederation of Faso
APIL
Association for the Promotion
of local initiatives
PRODIA
Agricultural and artisanal industrial
development's Promotion
SACCA
Council Support Service
to Artisanal cooperatives

PFNP
Country platform of Niger
MOORIBEN
Federation of the Farmers' Groupings Unions of Niger
FUCOPRI
Federation of the cooperative unions of Rice producers

REPUBLIC OF CONGO
CAPPED
Participation's Saving Funds in the Promotion
of the Companies and their Development
FJEC
Forum of Young Companies of Congo

Key
Microfinance institutions
Farmer’s organisations
Others

Partner supported
by SOS Faim Belgium
Partner supported
by SOS Faim Luxembourg
Partner supported
by SOS Faim Belgium and Luxembourg

SOS Faim Report 2009
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Focus

The FAIR, an original and relevant
experiment
The FAIR is a major programme which, for the benefit of farmers in the Office du Niger (ON) area, in
which two SOS Faim partners, SEXAGON (Union of rice producers - Office du Niger) and a microfinance
institution, Kafo Jiginew act together.
Two structures with
clearly distinct profiles
SEXAGON has been a syndicate
partner of SOS Faim since 2005. It
has 14,000 members, for the most
part farmers from the ON area, a
rice production area. SEXAGON
is involved in institutional reinforcement and advocacy activities
but also the improvement of agricultural performances through its
processing and commercialisation
cooperatives.
Faliry Boly,
rice producer in the ON area
and general secretary of SEXAGON

What is the syndicate’s mission?
Our mission is to represent our
members and defend their interests with a view to improving
their living conditions.
We have worked on approaches
such as the supply of crop inputs,
the processing and commercialisation of rice.
Another focus concerns land.
Since the Agriculture Act (LOA)
passed in 2006, provision was
made to reduce costs and simplify
the procedures for establishing
land titles and rural grants as well
as the signing of long term leases
for farmers.
We are on the LOA steering
committee.
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Kafo Jiginew is a savings and credit mutual society network operating initially in southern Mali
and supported by SOS Faim for
over 20 years.
Initially set up for cotton producers, it now has some 275,000
members and its amount of credit
exceeds 27 million euros.
In order to limit the risk of financing a single agricultural sector
(cotton), Kafo Jiginew decided to
diversify its activities by turning
towards urban (moving its head
quarters and opening microfinance institutions in Bamako) and rural environments (intervention in
the office du Niger area, mainly
in the rice sector).
Kafo Jiginew is currently undergoing restructuring with a view
to diminishing its number of sales
outlets to facilitate management
and operating costs.

Kafo Jiginew provides a guarantee fund to facilitate the granting
of credit to SEXAGON members
and covers the operating costs
and general costs of implementation in the ON area.
In this context, SOS Faim has
essentially financed a guarantee
fund of 10% of seasonal loans
taken out by SEXAGON co-operators, Kafo Jiginew as microfinance institution assumes the rest
of the risk.
A joint project
The Luxembourg Ministry of Foreign Affairs entrusted SOS Faim
with a mandate to implement a
microfinance scheme entitled
“Creation, setting up and management of a support fund for rural initiatives (FAIR) in Mali”.
This rural initiative support fund
is an ambitious scheme worth in
excess of 5.8 million euros over
15 years involving three partners:
SOS Faim, SEXAGON and Kafo
Jiginew.
The main objective is to facilitate
access to financial services for rice
producers and market gardeners
within the Office du Niger area.
The other objective is to deal with
the land tenure problem: to grant
long term credit in exchange for
sufficient legal security to farm
work developed land over the
long term.

Focus
Hence the original idea of having a
syndicate and a microfinance institution work together, bringing
together two distinct approaches,
one defending its members’ interests and the other financial.

Interview OF Faliry Boly AND Alou Sidibé
Can you tell us something about
the primary motives of the FAIR
initiative?
Alou Sidibé : In the Office du Niger area, the state owns the land
and it is made available to farmers
for a one-year period with an operating permit.
Faliry Boly : This is where the problem lies, due to the lack of legal
security concerning the land, peasant farmers could not use it as a
guarantee to obtain credit to develop their plot.
What are the fundamental objectives?

Alou Sidibé,
General Manager of Kafo Jiginew
“The definition I would give to the partnerhip
wih SOS Faim is mutual respect
and listening to the others.”

What is your mission?
We are a microfinance institution
and we offer local financial services
such as saving, microcredit or microinsurance to low income communities in Mali. We also offer the
option of monetary transfers.
What are your objectives?
The provision of funds, lines of credit, for cotton producers makes it
possible to improve output and productivity and, finally, revenue. And,
of course, working conditions.
In addition to this, SOS Faim supports this diversification since, having begun in the cotton region, we
now are operating in the ON area
with rice producers.

AS : The objective is therefore the
leasing of land for longer terms of
10 to 20 years which may affect
more than 15,000 farmers.
FB : The aim is also to support rice
production... But we needed a microfinance institution like Kafo Jiginew, we had set up cooperatives
and wanted to have a guarantee
fund to facilitate access to credit
and minimise interest rates.
AS : We have quantitative objectives: the volume of credit that will
be able to be made available to
farmers to enable them to produce, sell and transform or develop
the land or become landowners.
Property rights can provide them
with a guarantee with which to
obtain credit; herein lies the value. At present, authorisation is
only given for a very short period
of land rental.
What is your organisation’s
specific role in this project?
AS : We are a financial intermediary, our role is therefore, to ensure
optimum distribution of credit and
to analyse and monitor repayments. For us, the aim is not only
to derive profit but first, to enable
producers to benefit after having
repaid their loan as well..
FB : We also have a complex task
in hand because we must ensure
that Kafo Jiginew can develop.

All cooperative members, therefore, have their accounts and savings
with Kafo Jiginew. Neither are we
opposed providing access to credit to all producers - that could
provide leverage - but first, better
conditions for SEXAGON workers
are required.
What is special about your
project?
AS : Above all, the bringing together of a microfinance institution
and a peasant organisation, which
is, in fact, the relationship between
supply and demand.
FB : A money merchant and a money consumer.
AS : The other specific feature is
the duration of the programme
with financing over 5 to 10 years
while no other financial structure
provides credit for longer than one
year in the area.
FB : There is also the leverage effect of working together. There is
a real link between the peasant
organisation and the microfinance
institution. We help each other, it
is a real bonus.
Could this scheme serve as an
example for others?
AS : The key to success is the relationship based on trust that we are
developing with SEXAGON and
with the cooperatives. But another
challenge is the withdrawal strategy. SOS Faim provides something
over five million euros at zero
rate. It is necessary to pay back
and then continue afterwards. If
we succeed in that then, yes, the
model is exportable.
FB : In any event, this project will
lead microfinance institutions to
work with peasant organisations
and provide these organisations
with an incentive to organise
themselves better. This will be a
boon to them both, a virtuous circle in fact.

SOS Faim Report 2009
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Information, a priority in the North
Specific objectives
SOS Faim fixed up 3 objectives to its
activities in the North:
• Relaying the approaches and positions of SOS Faim partners to Belgian, Luxemburg and European political decision-makers in the North.
The purpose of this is to influence
the policies that they implement in
order to ensure that they take these
partners interests into account. So,
elected politicians are targeted here
as are their assistants, political parties, their study centres, the administrative officers of development
cooperation, etc.
• Informing and raising awareness
among the people of Belgium and
Luxemburg, defending the interests
and positions of rural workers so
that their demands can be better taken into account by the policies that
affect them.
The target public, therefore, comprises people who are open to the
issues raised by SOS Faim, issues
such as agricultural issues and those
concerning rural development, international solidarity, international relations, etc. We also target secondary
school pupils and further education
students of subjects concerning development cooperation issues (economics, agronomy, etc.). SOS Faim
Belgium runs awareness-raising
campaigns aimed at these sectors of
society.
• Debating initiatives undertaken by
our partners with those involved in
development cooperation via various publications and participation
in seminars and meetings. These
may be administrative officials of
cooperation, national (Belgian or
from Luxembourg) and international agencies, Southern partner organisations, etc.
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Joint, regular publications

Gonofaa experiment in Ethiopia.

Both SOS Faim organisations have
collaborated for a long time on the
production and distribution of the
main information tools.

Dynamiques paysannes has a readership of 1,070 in 50 countries and
has reproduced experiments relating to development in the potato
sector in the Sahelian area, the relationships between the peasant movement and agribusiness in Mali and
the local dynamic concerning cereal
banks in Ethiopia.

Four tools are provided the purpose
of which is to raise awareness among
decision-makers and professionals
working in development:
Throughout the year, Défis Sud has
spread the word of Southern workers involved in rural development
and has brought them into debates with the decision-makers of the
North concerned with this area.
Now with a distribution of 2,700
copies, Défis Sud has published six
thematic files, the highpoint being
the penultimate issue devoted to
the Congo based on work by a team
comprised entirely of Congolese
journalists.
This issue was published in full on the
“Congo Forum” site and was widely
publicised by the Congo European
Network (REC). A new run in 2010
is scheduled to meet demand.
SOS Faim also funds an electronic
informative report on food sovereignty produced by the French association Inter-Réseaux. This report
comes out 8 times a year and is distributed to 6,500 subscribers as well
as 250 Belgian, Luxemburg and European decision-makers.
Within the framework of the objective of debate, the two SOS Faim
organisations published 3 issues of
Zoom microfinance and 3 issues of
Dynamiques paysannes in 2009.
Zoom microfinance is distributed to
900 people in 55 countries. The issues dealt with concerned joint funding for rural development, the guarantee of refinancing for small local
producers and services in the most
remote rural areas with the Buusaa

Additionally, the number of visits to
the two websites of the two SOS
Faim organisations has increased by
55% compared with 2008, reaching
25,000 unique visitors.
DocumentarieS
The two SOS Faim organisations decided to take advantage of World
Food Day by working in an area
with which both are already familiar:
documentary film.
In partnership with the French Committee for International Solidarity,
CFSI, SOS Faim Belgium and Luxemburg decided to take part in the production of a film festival concerning
the challenges facing agriculture and
food in the world: the AlimenTerre
Festival.
In Belgium, the screening of six documentaries was organised, each
following debates with people from
different perspectives. 480 participants were recorded and the event
received wide press coverage. The
involvement of volunteers in the
promotion and organisation of the
event (40 volunteers over 3 days)
was an important factor in the success for Belgium. The AlimenTerre
festival was filmed for production
of a brief report destined for the
website and promotion of the 2010
edition.
For its part, SOS Faim Luxembourg
also chose to associate itself with
a documentary film festival in the
grand duchy dealing with problems
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affecting food sovereignty. The film
Vers un crash alimentaire (Heading
for a food crash) was screened the
day before World Food Day and
was preceded by a publicity campaign (radio and press). A number
of school showings followed.
Education at the heart of
action
For SOS Faim Belgium and Luxembourg alike, young people are a
priority public when it comes to
awareness-raising activities.
In Luxembourg, this takes place in
secondary schools via different approaches: awareness-raising workshops, the distribution of educational
tools to teachers and cinema sessions for school pupils.
The themes of the workshops proposed were, in particular, microfinance, food sovereignty and local
consumption in underdeveloped
and developed countries. 36 workshops were organised in 16 different
secondary schools.
SOS Faim Luxembourg became a
reference with teachers who did not
hesitate to turn to it for educational
documents or information on NorthSouth problems. On the strength of
this reputation, SOS Faim decided to
devote itself to medium and longterm projects in secondary schools
via school or other types of project.
SOS Faim Belgium, for their part,
made universities and further educational establishments their priority
target: about twenty activities took
place on university campuses, aimed
mainly at students of development
cooperation, microfinance, political
science, law, economy, agronomy
and communications.
These activities mainly took the
form of meetings and conferences
on food sovereignty with the participation of Southern partners.

Advocacy. Strong presence among decision-makers
Advocacy activities mainly concern
SOS Faim Belgium, the Luxembourg
NGO plays a supporting role. 2009
was highlighted by various meetings
with SOS Faim and its partners with
Belgian, Luxembourg and European
political decision makers:
• In close collaboration with peasant
partner platforms, SOS Faim targeted the Joint Parliamentary Assembly (JPA) ACP-EU, which at the same
time makes it possible to involve EU
and ACP members of parliament in
the challenges facing agriculture in
North-South relations.
In particular, SOS Faim participated
in the Prague JPA, the Luanda JPA
and the West African regional JPA.
• Within the context of the Belgian
elections of 2009, contacts with the
various parliamentary candidates resulted in three of the four Frenchspeaking parties including a place
for food sovereignty in North-South
relations in their programme.
• In collaboration with seven European NGOs including SOS Faim
Luxembourg, a petition for greater
acknowledgement of peasant organisations was submitted to Eva Joly,
Chair of the Committee on Development in the European Parliament.
• As well as concerted effort around
the mid-way review of the FED,
the annual mobilisation day of the
peasant platform of Niger, meetings
organised by the Coalition against
Hunger and meetings organised by
the Directorate General of Commerce within the framework of the Civil
Society Dialogue.

Nadjirou Sall,
administrator of the CNCR.

What is the mission of your
organisation?
As a national central organisation
grouping nine sectorial organisations, our mission is to defend
the interests of producers, which
means that our mission is one of
political advocacy. The second
mission is economic and consists
of supporting our members so that
they have greater access to production factors.
Can you give an example of advocacy related activities within your
organisation?
At the level of the Joint Parliamentary Assembly (JPA), with our SOS
Faim partner, we have appealed
for the integration of agriculture in
the 10th European Development
Fund.
In Luanda again, we appealed
about climate change, demanding
the creation of a regional fund to
benefit family farming. Both times
our demands were incorporated
into the resolutions adopted by
the JPA.
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SOS Faim campaigning
To present the 2009 campaign “you
will no longer see peasants the same
way”, and in order to have greater
impact on people’s minds and dialogue with their network of volunteers and other people close to the
stakes, SOS Faim Belgium successfully organised a campaign launching
event. On this occasion, SOS Faim
also published an open letter in the
main French-speaking daily papers
on the subject of the poverty line of
a billion people suffering from hunger.
SOS Belgium has continued its proximity policy via its stands in order to:
• Raise public awareness of peasant
farming and food sovereignty and,
between June and October, the theme of the campaign;
• Inform people about possible alternatives and rally public opinion
around these issues;
• Publicise SOS Faim;

• Increase the network of volunteers
and encourage the public to subscribe to our publications.
SOS Faim held this information and
awareness-raising stand at 17 large,
medium and small scale public demonstrations.
From January to June, a presentation
on food sovereignty was implemented with an exhibition of products
and a small game.
From June to December, the stands
were linked to the 2009 campaign,
visitors were invited to play a game
of the combatant peasant’s race to
development and sign a petition for
the inclusion of peasant organisations in agricultural policy and development.
Result: thousands of petitions signed,
hundreds of new contacts showing a
clear interest in SOS Faim activities.
The number of people wishing to
receive information remains stable
with approximately a third of people
encountered during events in which
SOS Faim participates.
The stands were assessed in order to
determine their relevance and make
recommendations for improvement.
On the whole, SOS Faim comes
over as credible, persuasive and motivating.

Christian Montoya,
General Director of the cooperative
CIDERURAL (Peru).
“Thanks to SOS Faim donations, we have
a credit portfolio of nearly 350,000€. The
SOS Faim contribution is really significant
and has enabled us to generate revenue
and become a self- sufficient institution.”
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The stand achieves its objectives
inasmuch as the NGO deliberately
chooses qualitative contact. Very
high scores were obtained as regards its visibility, the way people
were received by the people running
the stands, the information given to
visitors and the act of mobilization.
Another very positive comment was
made in favour of the volunteers
who play a key role in the success of
the stands.

SOS Faim Luxembourg for its part,
has a public opinion rallying policy
mainly via the media. While SOS
Faim organises public demonstrations such as “Microfinance Days”,
conferences or various stands during
public demonstrations, it works intensely with national media in order
to relay opinion and raise awareness
among the greatest number of people. This work takes five forms:
• Structural partnerships with the
press. SOS Faim this year inaugurated an original initiative and high
visibility, a regular partnership with
three major titles of the national
press in the form of monthly chronicles;
• The production and regular distribution of press releases. 13 were
sent generating 24 press articles and
audiovisual spin-offs on the occasion
of World Food Day;
• Interviews. As SOS Faim is a reference NGO on hunger and food
sovereignty issues, some journalists
turn automatically to SOS Faim when
these subjects are in the news;
• “Press” missions: Each year, SOS
Faim sends journalists from Luxembourg to Africa to meet its partners.
This has enabled the FAIR initiative
to be covered in all the major daily
papers. Four background files on microfinance and the Kafo Jiginew experiment have also been published;
• Press conferences considerably
reinforce the press partnership:
two were organised, one of which
concerned the account of a Benin
partner Dieudonné Gnanvo from
the microfinance institution Renaca.
(cfr page 7).
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In all, SOS Faim Luxembourg totalled 56 appearances in the national
press mainly dealing with the means
of remedying poverty and hunger in
Africa via support for family farming
and rural microfinance. In addition to
this, some audio-visual interviews.

Volunteers
Belgium

Coralie Vos,
volunteer

Why SOS Faim rather than another
NGO?
I chose to be a volunteer with SOS
Faim because I was convinced by the
partnership system, the fight against
poverty in rural areas and the desire to
promote food security.
What does your commitment actually
involve?
I have taken part in creating the campaign stand and hosting it. I also helped set up the AlimenTerre Festival.
Finally, I have spoken about SOS Faim
a great deal with those around me.
After two years, what motivates you?
On a personal level, it enables me to
stay informed about the issue of food
sovereignty and discuss it with other
volunteers or partners. The other thing
is that I love speaking to people I don’t
know on the stands and even if I don’t
fundamentally change them, sometimes I succeeding in opening a small
window and making them feel more
concerned.

mobilised in

This year, various work groups have
been set up to give volunteers the
chance to participate in various types of activity: these are the “coordination” group, the “campaign”
group, the “advocacy” group, the
“Dajaloo” group as well as participation in more occasional activities
of logistical or administrative types
(Festival, campaign launch, conferences, etc.).
In addition to these activities, volunteers were given three training
sessions as well as two evenings
devoted to the game Navatane, an
educational tool on the issues of
agriculture and food sovereignty.
The knowledge and skills of volunteers are thus reinforced, in particular as regards the work of advocacy
by SOS Faim, on the campaign, the
issue of food sovereignty and also
the way of attracting members of
the public to the stand.
The network was consolidated in
2009 and loyalty secured via a personalised relationship with the information service team.
SOS Faim can now count on 85
active volunteers in the network
for the most part recruited via the
stands, during information sessions
in schools or via the website.

Maxime de Ville,
volunteer

Why did you become a volunteer
with SOS Faim?
Because of my concerns about the
current development of agriculture
and my interest in agro-food techniques.
How did you find out about SOS
Faim?
Via their stand during the summer
festivals. I think their action makes a
great deal of sense and I wanted to
participate during my free time.
What is your specific mission?
I am in the “advocacy” group because
I subscribe to the approach that aims
to raise awareness among people and
politicians in developed countries.
And what motivates you?
Participating in studies on agricultural subjects enables me to further
my knowledge of subjects that I am
passionate about. And in addition,
sharing ideas with the volunteers and
agricultural partners of the south is extremely enriching!

SOS Faim Report 2009
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Ressources

Funding, the keystone
With any project, money is, of course, the sinews of war. The two SOS Faim organisations still depend
largely on funding from Belgian, Luxembourg or European institutions to set up their projects. Private
donations are also crucial as each euro invested overall in both SOS Faim organisations makes it possible,
through the leverage effect, to support projects up to a total of over 6€.
Collection of funds efficient in Belgium and Luxemburg
In Belgium, the total amount collected during 2009 was 838,679€,
which is a little more than had been
budgeted for.
Although the number of active donors is slightly down at some 11,500
people, the average donation, on
the other hand, has increased by
5%. At the same time, new permanent orders have continued to grow,
which is a measure of stability.
In Luxembourg, SOS Faim collected
447,456€, a stable amount compared with 2008. The number of donations increased (to over 9,000)
for an average of 50€ per donation.
Mail shots made it possible to recruit

15% new active donors in 2009.
This is a good sign as activities to
develop loyalty (conventional mail
shots) are always very worthwhile:
they generally have an efficiency of
12, in other words, one euro invested brings a return of 12.
Three institutional pillars
for funding.
As regards the institutional aspect,
SOS Faim has developed a partnership approach with three main
co-funders, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Luxembourg, the Directorate General for Development Cooperation in Belgium and the European Union.

SOURCES OF FUNDING:
European Union
8,47%

Various
2,09%
Private
donations
18,20%

National
and
regional
Ministries
71,24%
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The FAIR, a major mandate
for an exceptional
experiment
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Luxembourg entrusted SOS Faim
with a mandate for the creation
and establishment of a pilot scheme in rural funding in the Office
du Niger area. Scheduled for 40
months, the total budget of some
six million euros is 80% funded by
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
This mandate is in addition to
the two cooperation Framework
Agreements with SOS Faim that
are under way.
In addition to their involvement in
the Rural Initiatives Support Fund,
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has
entered into a framework agreement on education and development with SOS Faim. Planned for
3 years, it comprises four main activities:
• The production and presentation
of educational workshops for secondary school pupils;
• The raising of media awareness
to relay opinions;
• The (co)production of media for
professionals (Défis Sud, Zoom microfinance, Dynamiques Paysannes, le Bulletin de Veille, etc.);
• The organisation of an event for
the general public on the subject of
food sovereignty or microfinance.
The MFA has also entered into a
framework agreement with SOS
Faim and a consortium with the
NGO “Action Solidarité Tiers Monde” (Third world Solidarity Action),
ASTM, for a 3-year period and an

Ressources

amount of 675,000€. This agreement mainly concerns the SOS
Faim leadership, Burkina Faso and
more precisely the network of the
BTEC and the partnership between
the SACCA (Advice Support Service
for Crafts Cooperatives) and PRODIA (Promotion of Industrial, Craft
and Agricultural Development).
Belgian and European
financing
2009 was the second of a threeyear programme which saw the
subsidies granted by the DGDC
reinforced and they now amount
to a total of some 3.5 million euros.
In addition, the “Fonds Belge de
Survie” (Belgian Survival Fund) has
seen the development projects of
plains in Eritrea relaunched.

Charles Cikomola,
coordinator of Amis de Kivu

Ramos Ramazani Musongo,
director of PAIDEK

What is SOS Faim’s contribution
to the Kivu Economic Initiatives?

What is SOS Faim’s contribution
to the Kivu Economic Initiatives?

The European Union provides
funds for the CRONG/Amis du
Kivu consortium of approximately
one million euros, a little over 10%
of which is financed by SOS Faim
Luxembourg.

It is threefold. Support in terms
of credit funds. We also get investment support from SOS Faim.
Finally, SOS Faim gives us institutional support: operating costs,
payment of personnel, training.

It is threefold. Support in terms
of credit funds. We also get investment support from SOS Faim.
Finally, SOS Faim gives us institutional support: operating costs,
payment of personnel, training.

However, the contract has not
been renewed on the SOS Faim
Belgium side since the end of 2009,
with the exception of one action in
Bolivia with PRORURAL, the direct
signatory partner of the contract.

What do you think of the Rural
Initiatives Support Fund experiment? Could you collaborate in
the same way with PAIDEK?

What do you think of the Rural
Initiatives Support Fund experiment? Could you collaborate
with the Amis du Kivu in the
same way?

Other sources of funding
Positive developments have still
been observed. In Belgium, the
Efico Foundation, for its part, permits a funding agreement over 3
years in favour of Café Peru.
As regards the Corporate Funding
Programme (CPF), 2009 has been
a fairly positive year, several of its
member companies have expressed
an interest in PAIDEK in the DRC.
The
Luxembourg
sustainable
construction company CODUR has,
in turn, supported the Association
for Promotion of Local Initiatives
(APIL) in Burkina Faso.

It is clear that this trial is thought-provoking. And there are
possibilities. We could offer direct contact between PAIDEK and
our producers. We have begun to
think about this synergy, on what
PAIDEK contributes and on what
Amis du Kivu can offer in return.

Yes. Promotion of the rural world
falls within our objectives. We
are ready to work in consortium
with other structures supported
by SOS Faim as we have the financial tool. We will work well
in synergy with popular peasant
organisations as this meets the
needs of communities living in
rural areas.
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Finance

Income statement and Balance sheet
SOS FAIM - Income statement (€)			
REVENUES

Belgium

Luxembourg

Total

Donors

838.678,95

396.359,78

1.235.038,73

1

Institutional

151.424,50

51.097,00

202.521,50

2

4.065.468,25

4.065.468,25

3

14.335,52

14.335,52

3

3.074.297,42

3

Belgian cooperation - DGCD
Cooperation Wallonia Brussels international
Cooperation Luxembourg - MFA

3.074.297,42

Gifts by legacy

278.954,76

278.954,76

NGO

110.895,64

110.895,64

4

European Union

277.978,40

572.644,00

850.622,40

3

Financial revenue

30.104,17

40.571,66

70.675,83

Miscellaneous revenue

47.556,59

92.081,13

139.637,72

5.815.396,78

4.227.050,99

10.042.447,77

TOTAL REVENUES
EXPENSES
Transfers to partners

4.044.898,44

3.668.731,71

7.713.630,15

5

Project related expenses

104.097,92

50.216,45

154.314,37

5

Collection of funds

153.610,16

56.898,11

210.508,27

6

Development education activities

369.141,27

112.847,92

481.989,19

7

99.836,54

147.005,06

246.841,60

950.258,66

329.974,33

1.280.232,99

11.952,26

4.781,11

16.733,37

5.733.795,25

4.370.454,69

10.104.249,94

81.601,53

-143.403,70

-61.802,17

Operation and depreciation
Staff costs
Financial costs
TOTAL EXPENSES
RESULTAT

The total of the main items of the 2 associations are for reference only as the accounting rules of the 2 entities are slightly
different.

1 Donations received from private donors
2 Donations received from foundations, communes and businesses
3 Co-financing received from public entities
4 Donations received from SOS Faim Luxembourg for joint projects
5 Amounts of financing from partners
6 Direct expenses of private fund collection actions
7 Expenses in connection with development education activities
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SOS FAIM - BALANCE SHEET 2009

		

ASSETS
Assets
Receivables
Cash
Adjustments

Belgium

Luxembourg

Total

42.690,25

536.639,96

579.330,21

492.703,97

1.655.670,79

2.148.374,76

2.165.564,05

1.100.443,26

3.266.007,31

57.731,80

57.731,80

2.758.690,07

3.292.754,01

6.051.444,08

LIABILITIES

Belgium

Luxembourg

Total

Social funds

1.511.915,33

1.457.329,74

2.969.245,07

Provisions

31.225,61

50.000,00

81.225,61

Payables

714.244,35

529.024,27

1.243.268,62

Adjustments

501.304,78

1.256.400,00

1.757.704,78

2.758.690,07

3.292.754,01

6.051.444,08

SOS Faim Belgium accounts, kept as per the law relating to ASBLs are:
• audited and certified by the firm Bigonville Delhove & Co ,
• approved by the General Assembly of the Association,
• Checked, as regards public financing projects, by the European Commission and the Directorate-General for
Development and Co-operation (Belgian Federal Public Service),
• lodged with the Office of the Commercial Court of Brussels and the National Bank.
The accounts of SOS Faim Luxembourg, kept as per the law relating to ASBLs have been:
• audited and certified by PKF ABAX Audit,
• approved by the General Assembly of the Association,
• checked, as regards publicly funded projects, by the European Commission and the Luxembourg
Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
• submitted to the Luxembourg Trade and Companies Register.

TABLE OF EXPENDITURE:
Operation
and amortisation

2,94%

Financial costs

Development
education
activities

Personnel costs

4,77%

0,17%
12,67%
Collection
of funds

Transfer
to partners

2,08%

77,37%
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Organisation

SOS Faim Belgium and SOS Faim
Luxembourg: close cooperation
The two NGOs are constantly seeking new synergies.
A single vision, a single spirit.
Although being legally independent
associations, it goes without saying
that SOS Faim Belgium and SOS
Faim Luxembourg do not only share
the same name but are in permanent
contact with one another and act
jointly in a large number of areas. The
main strategic orientations are defined
jointly and the pooling of operational
means and resources ensures greater
efficiency both upstream and in the
field. In addition, this working philosophy makes it possible to broaden
institutional and political relations.
As regards operations, both associations:
• share the same “Partner Support
Service” as Southern countries,
• work hand in hand, both in information activities carried out in the
North and as regards the operations destined for the partners in the
South,
• share the same Website,
• participate in the writing, publishing
and dissemination of “Défis Sud”,
“Zoom Microfinance” and “Dynamics Paysannes”.
As regards the campaigns, both associations worked together to implement educational actions on development on food sovereignty. They
both participate in the work of the
French NGO Inter-Réseaux.
Many common partners join them
(Ethiopia, Cameroon, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Senegal),
SOS Faim Luxembourg, for its part,
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carries out specific actions in Benin,
Congo-Brazzaville and Niger.
The initiatives on the South American continent are for their part entirely supported and monitored by the
Belgian team.
The Secretariat supports those responsible in the two associations in
daily management. The mission of
the general secretary – or director - is
to coordinate all activities, represent
the association abroad and account
for the work of the teams to the
board of directors.
• The General Secretary of SOS Faim
Belgium is Freddy Destrait assisted
by the secretariat Linda Gelmi and
Sonia N’Kele.
• The Director of SOS Faim Luxembourg is Thierry Defense assisted by
Stephanie Rajchel.
The Partner Support Service is in
charge of monitoring projects. It is
therefore in constant contact with
the partners in the South in order to
best manage projects within the framework of the objectives set and the
budgets allocated. It comprises:
• In Belgium: Marc Mees, François
Vandercam, Hervé Léonard, Laurent
Biot and Christophe Brismé.
• In Luxembourg: Aude Ehlinger,
François Legac, Nedjma Bennegouch
and Marc Mees (joint coordination).
SOS Faim Belgium has two other offices for close management of relations with local partners:

• In Peru (Lima): Wilfredo Necochea Tello (Office Manager), Erika
Canchari, Antonio Galdos, Marcela
Candela.
• In Bolivia (Cochabamba): Cesar
Soto Santisteban (Office Manager),
Enrique Guzman, Margoth Salguero,
Jimmy Meneses.
The Development Education Service
is responsible for organising contacts
with the various target groups (politicians, the general public, institutions,
etc.) and carrying out information
campaigns and lobbying activities,
while taking charge of the performance, promotion and dissemination of publications:
The Donor Service is in charge of
collecting funds from the public in
compliance with the ethical principles expressed in a charter that can
be downloaded from the website. It
is also in charge of managing the list
of donors and answering their questions:
• In Belgium: Sabine Chevalier.
• In Luxembourg: Chloé Kolb.
The Finance and Administration
Service establishes annual budgets,
ensures they are monitored, manages financial aspects on a daily basis
and ensures compliance with internal
and external procedures:
• In Belgium: Marianne Lebeau, Ascension Nieto.
• In Luxembourg: Laetitia Vautier.

General AssemblIES

SOS Faim BelgiUM asbl

The General Assemblies ensure that SOS Faim keeps its social and economic objectives of fighting poverty in Southern countries on course at
all times

Rue aux Laines, 4
B-1000 Bruxelles, Belgique
T +32 (0)2 511 22 38
F +32 (0)2 514 47 77
@ info.be@sosfaim.org
www.sosfaim.org
Bank: 000-0000015-15

For SOS Faim Belgium, on the 8 of May 2010, its members were:
Sergio Alvarez • Manzi Bakuramutsa • Jean-Jacques Beauvois
Juliette Bouffioux • Thierry Defense • Laurence Demaeght
Jean-Paul De Potter • Freddy Destrait • Freddy Devreeze
Amadou Diop • Michel Falisse • Baudouin Hamuli Kabarhuza
Sabine Heymann • Olivier Heck • Nicole Hogger • Marek Hudon
Henri Jurfest • Bruno Lambin • Anne-Hélène Lulling • André Masset
Ephrem Mbugulize • Marc Mees • Bernard Njonga • Wilfredo Necochea
Mamadou Ouedraogo • Denis Pesch • Roger Reul
Céline Vandermotten • Marc Van Eerdewegh • Lucas Van Wunnik
Patrick Venturini • Pierre Vigneron • Jean-Michel Pochet
And for So Faim Luxembourg to 5 June 2010 :
Soheil Assassi • Patrick Bilbault • Marc Binsfeld • Léonard Bovy
Diane Braas • Félix Buchler • Marc Césarini • Ernest Cravatte • Laurence
Demaeght-Deléhouzée • Françoise Demaeght-Legros • Guy de Muyser
Freddy Destrait • Jean Feyder • Jean-Claude Franck • Tom Graas
Marie-Christine Grégoire • Christiane Kayser • Jean-Pierre Kessler
Monique Kieffer-Kinsch • Erik Kügener • Gérard Lecuit • Guy Linster
Nicolas Margue • Marcel Mart • Marc Mees • Benoît Morisset • Bernard
Njonga • Mamadou Ouédraogo • Michèle Reisch-Wiroth • Bettina Scholl
Sabbatini • Joakim Wahlman
BoardS of Directors
The Boards of Directors approve the strategies proposed by the General Secretary or the Director, supervise their performance and are particularly concerned with the management of SOS Faim’s financial and human resources.
In Belgium, its composition on the 30 April 2010 was as follows:
Jean-Jacques Beauvois (president) • Juliette Bouffioux (secretary) • Freddy
Destrait • Amadou Diop • Marek Hudon • Roger Reul (vice-president)
Céline Vandermotten • Pierre Vigneron (treasurer)
The Board of Directors in Luxembourg, for its part, on 5 June 2010
was as follows:
Monique Kieffer-Kinsch (president) • Patrick Bilbault (secretary) • Marc Binsfeld • Léonard Bovy • Diane Braas (treasurer) • Félix Buchler
Christiane Kayser • Gérard Lecuit

SOS Faim Luxembourg asbl
Action pour le développement
88, rue Victor Hugo
L-4141 Esch-sur-Alzette,
Grand-Duché du Luxembourg
T +352 49 09 96
F +352 49 09 96 28
@ info-luxembourg@sosfaim.org
www.sosfaim.org
Bank CCPLLULL:
IBAN LU22 1111 0055 5526 000
AntennA de SOS Faim BelgiUM
au Pérou
SOS Faim Perú
Av. Joaquín Madrid 371
San Borja – Lima 41, Perú
T +511 223-7488
F +511 225-3088
@ wne@sosfaim.org
AntennA de SOS Faim BelgiUM
en Bolivie
SOS Faim Bolivia
Pedro Blanco
352E/Av Santa Cruz
Cochabamba, Bolivia
T +591 44-48 58 38
T +591 44-24 38 62
F +591 44-48 58 38
@ cso@sosfaim.org
CREDITS
French text (based on association documents) and
graphic design: Absolute Blue
Printed on environmentally friendly paper: Arte Print
An electronic version of this report is also available in
French, English and Spanish. It can be downloaded
from the association’s website.
Cover and internal photos: Mihnea Popescu - SOS Faim.
Interviews collected by Patrick Veillard for SOS Faim.
The full interviews with partners are available at
www.sosfaim.org.
Photo: Cecilia Padilla, Executive Director of Cepesiu
Legend: “We see SOS Faim as a very loyal associate
with a strong identity in concepts and strategy.”
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